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From planning change to getting cooperation and trust: the role of internal communication
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• It’s impossible not to change
• It’s impossible not to communicate (1)
• How things are done … is as – or more important than – what is done. The how usually communicates more clearly what we really mean than does the content of what we say (2)
• All organizational problems are fundamentally problems involving human interactions and processes. A thorough understanding of human processes is fundamental to any organizational improvement (2)
(1) Watzlawick, P., Beavin, J., Jackson, D., Pragmatics of human communication, 1967(2) Schein, E., Process consultation revisited, 1999

Some general features on change and organizations… (I)Some general features on change and organizations… (I)
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• Trust is a key feature as regards willingness to change(and is considered that way within the changemanagement models): “Trust … affects the level of cooperation among individuals as well as engagement of other parties in decision-making processes, so enhancing openness to change.” (3)
• “One of the critical issues in managing change shows up even before the process starts, because it dealswith finding the right time for change” (3)

(3) Russo,  S., Cambiamento organizzativo e gestione delle risorse umane [Organizational change & HRM], PhDdissertation, University of Salerno, 2010

Some general features on change and organizations… (II)Some general features on change and organizations… (II)
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(4) Perini, M., L’organizzazione nascosta [The hidden organization], 2015, mentioning Frankel, C., Ray, R., Emotional Economics, 1999(5) Morris, P., Pinto, J., The Wiley Guide to project organization and project management competencies, 2007, also mentioningFrankel 1999

• Emotions play a key role in affecting organizationalprocesses: within a bad emotional economy – displaying either excessive or defective emotional interactions –emotions encourage individuals to protect themselves from work, first of all, especially from changes in workplaces (4)
• “Although a simplified explanation, people tend to act as utility theorists by first seeking to reduce pain and then increase pleasure … Individuals practice what Frankel (1999) calls ‘emotional economics’ to make sense of their world” (5)

Some general features on change and organizations… (III)Some general features on change and organizations… (III)
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• A structured approach to transitioning individual, teams and organisations from a current state to a desired future state, taking into consideration that change is unavoidable (it’s impossible not to change)
• It includes both organisational processes and individual models, ultimately used to manage the people involved

Most shortly, Change Management is…Most shortly, Change Management is…
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• Improving performance, reducing waste and inefficiency
• Improving the productivity of an organisation
• Enhancing competitiveness
• Improving management and satisfaction of the employees

And is for…And is for…
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• A need to communicate mainly comes from the high level of uncertainty following the news about prospective organizationalchange. 
• Uncertainty brings about distress among employees and managerstoo.
• If uncertainty is not managed properly, distress contributes to increase informal communication and/or research of information activities which often produce messages that are inconsistent with the actual process of change as well as affected by fear and focusedon negative aspects only.
• For such reasons, regular and targeted internal communicationactions should be planned – best if within an integratedcommunication plan.

Source: Russo,  S., Cambiamento organizzativo e gestione delle risorse umane [Organizational change & HRM], PhD dissertation, University of Salerno, 2010

Some points from what is said about the role of internal communication in change managementSome points from what is said about the role of internal communication in change management
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• Communicate consistently, frequently, and through multiple channels, including speaking, writing, video, training, focus groups, bulletin boards, Intranets, and more about the change
• Provide significant amounts of time for people to ask questions, request clarification, and provide input
• Clearly communicate the vision, the mission, and objectives of the change
• Communicate the reasons for change in such a way that people understand the context, the purpose, and the need

Some directions from what is said about the role of internal communication in change managementSome directions from what is said about the role of internal communication in change management
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• Simplicity: limit jargons as much aspossible
• Metaphors and similarities: their use ismore effective than long descriptions
• Reiteration: it allows communication to reach a deeper level of consciousness

Internal communication effectiveness features (I):Internal communication effectiveness features (I):
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• Clarification of any seeminginconsistency: otherwisecommunication will lose credibility
• Sending as well as receiving: two-way communication is always more effective

Internal communication effectiveness features (II):Internal communication effectiveness features (II):
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A model of the stages of problem solving …A model of the stages of problem solving …

0
Feltneed

1
Problemformulation

2
Producingproposalsfor solution

3
Forecastingconsequences, testingproposals

4
Action planning

5
Takingactionsteps

6
Evaluatingoutcomes

Source: Schein, E., Process consultation revisited, 1999
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1
Communicationproblemformulation(how to communicate and when)

… and its possible use as an internal communication model… and its possible use as an internal communication model

0
Target identification(what to communicateto whom)

3
Forecastingcommunicationconsequences, testing the «how» and «when»

4
Finalcommunicationplanning

5
Takingcommunicationsteps

6
Evaluatingfeedback

2
Developing the «how»(includinglistening plans,feedback management) 

1
3 20
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 The modernization project starts on 5 December 2014 
and its internal communication begins through
opening an Intranet section on the subject

 The Top Management looks at the modernization
initiative more as an evolutionary than a revolutionary
one in comparison with the previous organizational
model; actually the initiative aims to «capitalize the 
experiences made and enhance any current resources
in terms of knowledge and skills»

Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (I)Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (I)
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 On 19 December 2014 a group of employees draws the 
Top Management’s attention to several topics in stand-by 
and still unsolved, concerning wages as well as career 
development

 … therefore, it was a right moment to change and yet
this matter made it a quite complicated one, because
most employees considered the topics above a top 
priority

Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (II)Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (II)
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 The Project Summary presented to the Top
Management on 5 December 2014 includes the
drafting of an internal and external
communication plan – still to be adopted (!)

 Instead of a communication plan there will be
internal communication actions including – last
but not least – the creation of a New Intranet (see
the following slides)

Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (III)Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (III)
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 The modernization Programme presented to the Board
on 28 January 2016 closes the design and planning steps

 An interest in the welfare of employees is expressed in
terms of attention to the work environment as well as
the safety and health protection, together with the will
to enhance and re-organizing the HR knowledge and
skills through both a skill management integrated
system and creating “well-targeted professional
development routes”

Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (IV)Internal communication on modernization in Istat – (IV)
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The old Intranet homepage:The old Intranet homepage:
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The old Intranet news scrolling:The old Intranet news scrolling:
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The new Intranet homepage (I):The new Intranet homepage (I):
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The new Intranet homepage (II):The new Intranet homepage (II):
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The new Intranet: the modernization project pageThe new Intranet: the modernization project page
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The modernization page: communication & training initiativesThe modernization page: communication & training initiatives
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Publication
activity

Date of 
publication

Documents
published

Further
information

Intranet template within the modernization project section:Intranet template within the modernization project section:
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• A big effort on circulating information hasbeen made: every project step was publishedon the Intranet and webinars as well asinformation meetings were organized
• Furthermore, an e-mail box on modernizationwas opened to receive both requests for clarification and proposals

A lot has been made …(I)A lot has been made …(I)
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• Among the different reorganizations Istat hasgone through the last years, this one certainlyhas been the most disseminated and documented
• The modernization project is comprehensive, consistent, integrated and well theory-based
• The New Intranet is an overt message of attention to the internal communication as a key organizational feature

A lot has been made …(II)A lot has been made …(II)
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…something can be improved … (I)…something can be improved … (I)
• A strong focus more on publishing (to provide transparency) than on communicating
• In most cases the language used comes from the statisticaland/or organizational culture, so that a lot of employees notknowing statistical production and its frameworks neitherreally understand what is going to happen nor possibly knowthe questions to ask in order to get clarification
• Not enough attention to the emotional aspects of relationships at work (an Italian cultural heritage): this featurehas also affected the language used in documents and – to a lesser extent – during the webinars and other formal as wellas informal contacts between employees and Top Management
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…something can be improved … (II)…something can be improved … (II)
• Just now, after almost two years, the Top Management isachieving interesting results from the Government aboutthe unsolved topics raised by the employees, which insteadhave been considering such topics as a priority
• This choice by the Top Management could have producedin the meantime what Rabinowitz calls Organizational inertia(*): “the organization as a whole may have made a commitment to a policy of open communication, but if there are attitudes or preconceptions or procedures left over from what the organization was like before, they may work against the new order.”

(*) Community Tool Box, University of Kansas, www.ctb.ku.edu
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• During any change process within an organizationdifferent reactions (among management and employees) occur that in most cases follow a line called «individual acceptance curve» (see the nextslide)
• Therefore, the change management process shouldalso be planned and developed with the aim to handlesuch reactions and decrease their impact on performances

Source: Russo,  S., Cambiamento organizzativo e gestione delle risorse umane [Organizational change & HRM], PhDdissertation, University of Salerno, 2010

…remembering that ……remembering that …
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Denial

ImprovementAdjustment
AcceptanceResistance

Uncertainty

Source: Fumagalli, Limone, Papagni (editors), Quaderni di knowledge management [Notebooks on knowledgemanagement], vol. 1, 2008 – in Russo,  S., Cambiamento organizzativo e gestione delle risorse umane [Organizational change & HRM], PhD dissertation, University of Salerno, 2010

The individual acceptance curveThe individual acceptance curve
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Thank you for your attention!Source: https://iafitaly.wordpress.com


